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EVENT DESCRIPTION AND PROBABLE CONSEQUENCES h
o 2 | On May 10 and May 19, 1982, with both reactors in cold shutdown, |

failures occurred on Residual Heat Removal Service Water pumps |io i3i |

io i4i |
2E11-C001D and 1E11-C001D respectively. The pumps failed to meet |

flow and pressure requirements of Tech. Specs. Unit II 4.7.1.1.b. |I o 151 |

io is | | and Unit I 4.5.C.1.b. There was no effect upon public health and |

|o|7; | safety. This is a repetitive event as last reported on LER 50-321/ |
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CAUSE DESCRIPTION AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

li lo l 1 Failure was due to debris lodaino in oumo imoellers. Source of debris I

was maintenance activities, broken traveling water screens, and the ii, ii i i

inadvertent opening of a RHR minimum flow line which washed materials i, ., i

j ,,,3, ;
into suction pit. Screens were repaired and improved methods for ;

l

l securing materials implemented. Divers removed debris from the pit. ii, ,,i i
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LER No.: 50-321/1982-046
Licensee: Georgia Power Company
Facility: Edwin I. Hatch

Docket No.: 50-321

Narrative Report
for LER 50-321/1982-046

On May 10 and May 19, 1982, two different pump failures were observed
while Unit I and Unit II were in cold shutdown.

On May 10, 1982, RHR Service Water (RHRSW) Pump 2E11-C001D was being tested
per HNP-2-3167, RHR Service Water Pump Operability, during a scheduled
inservice inspection.

The performance of HNP-2-3167 showed that RHRSW Pump 2E11-C001D would not
meet the rated flow and discharge pressure requirements of Tech. Specs.
Section 4.7.1.1.b. (at least 4000 GPM at at least 300 PSIG). The results
of the test on RHRSW Pump 2E11-C001D were 4025 GPM at 275 PSIG.

The failure of RHRSW Pump 2E11-C001D to meet rated flow and discharge pres-
sure requirements was due to lodged debris in the impellers. The pump was
pulled and rebuilt (refer to MR 2-82-2617). The pump was then reinstalled
and successfully retested per HNP-2-3167. Retest data, taken on May 15,
1982, showed 4025 GPM at a discharge pressure of 360 PSIG (acceptance
criteria: at least 4000 GPM at 300 PSIG).

On May 19, 1982, RHR Service Water (RHRSW) Pump 1E11-C001D was being
tested per HNP-1-3167, RHR Service Water Pump Operability and Rated Flow,
during a scheduled inservice inspection.

The performance of HNP-1-3167 showed that RHRSW Pump IE11-C001D would not
meet the rated flow and system head requirements of Tech. Specs. Section
4.5.C.1.b. (at least 4000 GPM at a system head of at least 847 feet. For
the river level existing on May 19, 1982, this was equivalent to at least
4000 GPM at a pump discharge pressure of at least 346 PSIG). The results
of the test on RHRSW Pump 1E11-C001D were 0 GPM at 200 PSIG.

The failure of RHRSW Pump 1E11-C001D to meet rated flow and system head
requirements was due to debris lodged in the impellers. The pump was
pulled and rebuilt (refer to MR 1-82-2740). The pump was then reinstalled
and successfully retested per HNP-1-3167. Retest data, taken on May 27,
1982, showed 4025 GPM at a discharge pressure of 410 PSIG (acceptance
criteria: at least 4000 GPM at 346 PSIG).
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The two failures occurred from debris entering the suction of the pumps
and lodging in the impellers. The source of the debris has been attributed
to several areas which include the breakdown of the traveling water screens,
accidental dropping of materials during the performance of maintenance
activities and the inadvertent opening of a RHR minimum flow line. The
magnitude of work in the area was large and every effort was made to
complete this work while in cold shutdown. The repair of the traveling
water screen required the removal of the screen which may have dislodged
debris around the screen allowing it to enter the suction pit, and also
provided a source of maintenance materials and tools entering the suction
pit. The work environment for painting the piping, pipe supports, and
catwalk is very difficult to prevent materials from falling into the water
thirty feet below. The work platform constructed for the installation of
new pump supports was several feet below the RHR minimum flow line and
the force of the water washed materials and tools into the water.

Corrective actions taken included the repair and reinstallation of the
traveling water screens, improved methods of securing materials and
tools used for maintenance in the area and the contracting of underwater
divers to inspect the suction pit and remove all foreign materials.
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